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Abstract 
In observational studies, subjects are not randomly assigned to treatment or control, so they may differ in their chances of 
receiving the treatment. In this study we designed new software for a method is developed and demonstrated for displaying the 
sensitivity of conventional two-unmatched group permutation inferences to departures from random assignment of treatments for 
partially order set test statistic in observational studies. We designed an algorithm with visual FORTRAN (SENPOSET) program 
for calculating the sensitivity analysis for detects hidden biases in observational studies. The method embeds the usual 
randomization reference distribution in a one-parameter family of departures involving an unobserved covariate that would have 
been controlled by adjustments had it been observed. As this parameter is varied, the sensitivity of permutation significance 
levels and confidence intervals is displayed. This program indicates that the proposed algorithm performs well in identifying 
sensitivity to unobserved biases and comparisons vary considerably in their degree of sensitivity. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) provide the strongest evidence for the efficacy of preventive and 
therapeutic procedures in the clinical setting.1 In RCTs, subjects are randomized to a treatment or control group. By 
the very nature of chance, random assignment tends to balance covariates, so that there are not systematic 
differences (bias) in measured and unmeasured covariates between subjects assigned to treated and control group 
[1]. If there are unobserved variables that simultaneously affect assignment into treatment and the outcome variable, 
a hidden bias might arise to which matching estimators are not robust [2]. Since estimating the magnitude of 
selection bias with no experimental data is not possible, we address this problem with the bounding approach 
proposed by Rosenbaum [2].The basic question is whether unobserved factors can alter inference about treatment 
effects. One wants to determine how strongly an unmeasured variable must influence the selection process to 
undermine the implications of the matching analysis.  Sensitivity analyses provide evidence on the degree to which 
any significance results hinge on this untestable assumption. If the results turn out to be sensitive, the researcher 
might have to think about the validity of his identifying assumption and consider other estimation strategies. 
DiPrete and Gangl [3] provide an ado-file (rbounds) that lets the researcher test sensitivity for Wilcoxon rank test 
as well as  Becker and Caliendo[4] introduced sensitivity analysis for binary outcome(mbounds), whereas our 
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command SENPOSET focuses on rank test for Partially Ordered Outcomes , which are often used to test the null 
hypothesis of no treatment effect against  the alternative that treated units tend to have higher  responses than 
controls in the sense of partial order on the outcomes. You can find this approach in [5] and [2]. I outline this 
approach briefly in section 2 and 3. Section 4 presents the options of SENPOSET and, we illustrate the command 
with some examples. 
2. Methodology: 
Rosenbaum's method of sensitivity analysis in observational study relies on the sensitivity parameter * that 
measures the degree of departure from random assignment of treatment. Two subjects with the same observed 
characteristics may differ in the odds of receiving the treatment by almost a factor of* . In a randomized 
experiment, randomization of the groups ensures that * = 1. In an observational study ,if * =2, and two subjects are 
same on observed covariates then one might be twice as likely as the other to receive the treatment because they 
differ in terms of an unobserved covariate[6]. If a study is free of hidden bias, then the probability jS , that unit j 
receives the treatment is a function of the observed covariates jx that describe unit j. There is hidden bias if two 
units with the same values on x have differing chances of receiving the treatment, that is, if KJ xx   but ki SS z  
for some j and k. In a sensitivity analysis, we ask how large the difference sin S would need to be to change our 
basic inference. We do this through the use of the odds ratio. The odds that units j and k receive the treatment are, 
respectively, )1/( jj SS  , and the same being true for unit k. imagine that we knew that this odds ratio for units 
with the same x was at most : 
*d
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for all j,k with KJ xx  . 
If the value for *  is one then this implies that the odds ratio of treatment is the same and the study would be free of 
hidden bias. If * = 2 then two units that have the same values of x could differ in their odds of receiving treatment 
by as much as a factor of 2. Therefore one unit would be twice as likely to receive the treatment as the other unit. In 
sensitivity analysis, * is a measure of the degree of departure from a study that is free of bias. Therefore the 
sensitivity analysis will consider several values of *  and describe how the inference might change. 
Another way to think about this is in terms of an unobserved covariate. Characteristics that are not in x were not 
controlled for when we matched. We might call this unobserved covariate u. We can change the model above in 
terms of this unobserved covariate. Suppose that unit j has observed covariates x and an unobserved covariate ju . 
We can write a logit form linking treatment assignment to the covariates ),( jj ux , namely: 
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Where, (.)k is an unknown function and J  is an unknown parameter [2, 5]. 
If unit's j and k have the same observed covariate x then kj xx  and we can write the ratio of the odds that unit's j 
and k receive the treatment `^ )(exp
)1/(
)1/(
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SS . 
Here two units with the same x values differ in their odds of receiving the treatment by a factor that involves the 
parameter J and the difference in the unobserved covariate. Rosenbaum [2] showed that the two statements of 
unobserved bias are the same. Therefore we can think if *  as the size of log of the coefficient for the unobserved 
covariate u . The larger it is the more likely our inference will change due to the magnitude of the hidden bias. 
Under this model, sharp bounds on the significance level ( )valuep  ,may be obtained given our uncertainty about 
the unobserved u .for * =1,the upper and lower bounds are both equal to the conventional randomization 
significance level, but as* increases, the bounds move apart, reflecting uncertainty about u . Therefore, we can also 
see how the magnitude of the treatment effect changes with an increasing * .Each sensitivity test is built to one a 
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specific randomization test for a type of outcome. Rosenbaum [2] has altered several different randomization tests to 
provide bounds based on the magnitude of * .  
3.  Test statistic for Partially Ordered Outcomes 
Considering the typical structure of the two-sample layout: there are N units of observation, numbered i=1,..., N. 
The observations consist of K-dimensional vectors NiRy ki ,...,1,   , among which the first N1 (i.e.
1
,...,1 Nyy ) belong to group 1 and the remaining N2=N-N1 (i.e. NN yy ,...,11 ) to group 2. The task is to test the 
null hypothesis of no treatment effect against the alternative that treated units tend to have higher responses than 
controls in the sense of a partial order "<c " on the outcomes.  
 This relation"<c " has to be asymmetric in the sense that if a <c b then it is false that b <c a, no other formal 
assumptions on "<c" have to be made. Note that "<c" is fundamentally different from an ordinary inequality. In 
particular, it is possible that for kRba ,  none of the three conditions (a <c b, b <c a, a = b) is true. Thus, there are 
vectors that cannot be ordered using "<c" which defines only a partial ordering on RK. 
Now consider the random variables Uij, i,j =1,...,N, defined by: 
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Which can be viewed as indicator-like variables providing the information whether yi and yj can be ordered using 
"<c" and, if yes, in which direction. Note that Uii=0 by asymmetry and Uij=-Uji by definition .The test statistic is 
equivalently: 
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defines a score value for yi that can be interpreted as a rank score indicating the 
position of yi among all observations according to "<c". More precisely, the value of Si gives the information how 
many observations have "lower" (according to "<c") values than yi minus the number of observations with "higher" 
values. For example, if Si=N-1 holds, all other observations have "lower" values than yi which attains its maximum 
possible rank score in this case. Note that from Si<N-1 it cannot directly be inferred that there are observations with 
"higher" values than yi as missing the maximum rank score can also reflect the inability of "<c" to order all 
observations. 
Therefore, these rank scores can be used to test the null hypothesis of no treatment/exposure effect against a 
coherent alternative. Consider the Partially Order set test (Poset) statistic ¦
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 that sums up all 
rank scores in the first group. Under the null hypothesis P(yi<cyj) = P(yj<cyi) holds which yields E(T)=0 in this 
situation. The variance of T under H0 can also be derived using standard arguments from the theory of linear rank 
statistics as
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 The central limit theorem for rank statistics is applicable to T so that the standardized version of T is asymptotically 
normal. The Poset test has been proposed by Rosenbaum in 1991 [7] and has been discussed further by the same 
author in [5] and [2].  The linear rank sum statistic is the most statistics in nonparametric inference .this statistic is 
defined as follows: 
¦
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That ),...,( 1 Naaa    are positive integer valued scores assigned to n observations. 
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The Poset test statistic defined at fallows: ¦
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Where si is the rank scores and is the same as ia ; therefore T is linear rank sum statistic .We were interested in the 
distribution of T under the hypothesis that all permutation of the scores S where equally likely. Software for 
computation sensitivity analysis for partially order test statistic (SENPOS) was designed by language programming 
visual FORTEAN 98. 
4. The SENPOSET package 
The SENPOSET package performs Rosenbaum's method of sensitivity analyses for partially order data. SENPOSET 
operates from a DOS command window. We have often named the executable program SENPOSET.exe, though it 
really can be given any name. Also, assume we have an input file named input.dat. The extension .dat refers to 
FORTRAN name list input, which is discussed below. Assume that both the program and input file are located in 
the same directory. The inputs file containing the data that we used for computation test statistic and sensitivity 
analysis. Output file from the SENPOSET program is given the extension .out (i.e., output. Out).It gives the results 
amount test statistic and results sensitivity analysis for various amount of sensitivity parameter * . 
To illustrate SENPOS in a more common evaluation environment, we use the data also used by Rosenbaum and 
Krieger [8]. The study compared two groups :an exposed group of 23 subjects who ate more than three meals of 
contaminated fish each week for more than 3 years ,and an unexposed group of 16 subjects  who ate fish caught at 
sea less than once a week. A sensitivity analysis allows us to assess how reasonable this assumption may be. 
First, we computed partially order set test statistic, then we calculated Rosenbaum bounds for p-value. In the 
analysis, I set the minimum value for * to 1 and gradually increased amount* . These values are a good starting 
place for many data sets in the medical sciences. The output from the two functions is below. 
 
Table.1.Sensitivity analysis 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ *             Test statistic (Deviate)           Bound (p-value)          
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
1                      4.26                                     0.0001 
2                      3.4                                       0.0003 
3                      2.95                                     0.0016 
10                    1.79                                     0.04 
12                    1.63                                     0.05 
14                    1.5                                       0.07 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Table 1 gives the sensitivity analysis ,that is, the upper bound on the significance level for range of values of * .For 
* =1,the bound is the usual randomization significance level, with * =2 or * =3 we have moderate departures 
from randomization. with * =14,hidden bias begins  to offer an alternative explanation; this would mean that one 
subject might be 14 times more likely to receive the treatment than another subject because they differ in terms of 
the unobserved  covariates. This is a high degree of insensitivity to bias. 
5. Discussion 
The SENPOSET package fills an existing gap in the FORTRAN environment and provides 
a convenient interface for sensitivity analysis to hidden bias for partially order set test statistic. Sensitivity analysis 
should be an important component in any quantitative study. For matching estimators, a key assumption is that the 
selection process is accounted for by observable covariates. Rosenbaum's method of sensitivity analysis provides 
analysts with a method to assess how robust their findings are to hidden bias due to an unobserved confounder. The 
SENPOSET package provides analysts with a convenient set of software tools for performing sensitivity tests for 
partially order set test statistic in observational studies in FOTRAN program. 
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